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Summary
A data driven 3D true azimuth surface related multiple
elimination (SRME) technique can be quite effective in
removing surface related multiples for both narrow azimuth
(NAZ) surveys as well as wide azimuth (WAZ) surveys. To
achieve the true azimuth multiple prediction, azimuth
information should be preserved in both data
preparation/interpolation, as well as during the multiple
prediction. Examples show true azimuth 3D SRME
effectively attenuate the surface multiples including the
diffracted multiples generated from rugose water bottom.
Combining WAZ with NAZ surveys could further improve
the SRME multiple prediction quality. It also improves the
final RTM images.

between the source and receiver and perpendicular to the
azimuth (red rectangle in Figure 1). In turn, every receiver
will have its own aperture definition. Each aperture is
divided into small calculation grids. For each of the
calculation grids, if there is more than one trace available,
we will choose the one that has the closest attribute
(azimuth, inline, crossline, offset, etc are used to calculate
the desired attribute).

Introduction
3D surface related multiple elimination (SRME)
(Verschuur et al, 1992) has become as a common technique
for removing surface related multiples. In order to further
improve the prediction model quality, azimuth preserving
becomes an important aspect. This is particularly true for
WAZ surveys; because within each super-shot, the azimuth
variation is much larger than NAZ surveys. Azimuth
variation is especially large for the near receivers of each
cable. Many publications have addressed the azimuth issues
for 3D SRME (Aaron et al., 2008, Dragoset et al., 2008)
To produce the true azimuth multiple eliminate (TAME),
the azimuth preservation should be kept in mind starting
from the data input reconditioning/interpolation stage (Cai
et al., 2009) and carried on during the multiple prediction.
Methodology

Figure 1: For TAME, the aperture is defined differently for
each receiver. For source-receiver (S-R), the aperture is
defined as the red rectangle. Then aperture is divided into
calculation (blue) grids which are along the inline and cross
line.
The perfect input data for TAME should be fully sampled
and evenly distributed in both space and azimuth. The true
azimuth preserving data interpolation could improve the
data conditioning for the SRME prediction requirement.
3D TAME has been used in different regions. In the
following section, we will discuss the lessons that we learn
from different projects in Gulf of Mexico (GOM) (Figure
2) and offshore Africa.

In practice, 3D SRME predicts the multiples by convolving
input data traces within a user defined aperture

∑F •D⊗D

M=

aperture

where D is the input data, F is the filter to correct the
phase and amplitude distortion caused by sparse spatial
sampling and the directivity of the source signature of the
input data. To gain the efficiency, normally the convolution
is performed in the frequency domain for a user defined
frequency range.
For TAME, to preserve the azimuth information for each of
the receivers, we define the aperture along the azimuth

Figure 2: Map shows the location of the Freedom WAZ and
Hernando surveys.
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WAZ multiple attenuation (Freedom survey)
A subset of the Freedom WAZ survey is located between
the Mississippi Canyon and Atwater area in the Gulf of
Mexico with water depths ranging from 1100 m to 1800 m.

Figure 3: A subset of Freedom WAZ project: (A) Input shot
and its multiple frequency; (B) TAME multiple model; (C)
Subtraction results.
For WAZ acquisition within each super-shot, the azimuth
variation is very large, from nearly 90 degrees for near
offset receivers of outer cable to nearly zero degrees for the
inner cable’s far receivers. In order to predict the multiples
accurately, the 3D SRME has to take the azimuth into
consideration. The algorithm described in Figure 1 is well
suited to the WAZ application. Also SRME convolution
frequency range should cover all the frequencies the
multiple contains. Figure 3A shows that in order to fully
model the multiple, TAME should be run to 65 Hz or

higher. For this project, a frequency range from 1 Hz to 95
Hz was selected to ensure that all the multiple frequencies
will be included in the multiple models. To include the high
frequencies is particularly helpful to attenuate the far offset
multiples (Figure 3B). After subtraction, most of the
multiples are removed (Figure 3C). The stack sections
comparison are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Stack section comparison. (A) Input data stack.
(B) Stack after subtraction. (C) The stack difference
between (A) and (B).
Diffractor multiple prediction (Hernando survey)
Baumstein (Baumstein et al., 2009) shows the benefit to
have finer cable spacing for 3D SRME diffracted multiple
predictions. For a normal survey, cable interpolation can
partly satisfy this requirement. Compared with data
interpolation, the biggest advantage of cable interpolation is
that azimuth information is naturally preserved for the
inserted new cables.
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Figure 5 shows the multiple prediction for TGS’ Hernando
survey (GOM). The cable interpolation and high frequency
help SRME to predict the high frequency diffracted
multiples caused by the rugose water bottom and the
refractor multiples. As we know, SRME is able to produce
high fidelity multiple arrival times, but not amplitudes.
That is why normally the adaptive subtraction is used to
compensate for the amplitude differences between the
predicted multiple model and multiples in the original data.

Figure 6: 3D SRME prediction for the Freedom WAZ
survey (GOM). (A) Input shot. (B) Predicted multiple using
both Freedom WAZ and MCR NAZ surveys (GOM) data.
(C) Multiple prediction using Freedom WAZ only.
Comparing 2D SRME with 3D SRME (Liberia survey)

Figure 5: Hernando input shot (A) and its SRME predicted
multiple models (B). Both high frequency diffractor and
refractor multiples are well predicted.
Combine WAZ with NAZ
As we describe previously, the cable interpolation can
partially compensate for the acquisition imperfections of
the receiver spacing, but not the shot spacing gap. Consider
normally the NAZ surveys have smaller shot spacing
compared with WAZ data. One idea is to combine the
WAZ data with NAZ data for the SRME multiple
prediction. Many WAZ surveys in the GOM are overlapped
with existed NAZ surveys, which makes the idea feasible.
For example the Freedom WAZ survey was acquired over
the Mississippi Canyon Revival (MCR) NAZ survey.
Figure 6 shows the multiple prediction result comparison
for the Freedom WAZ survey (GOM) with and without the
MCR NAZ survey. Figure 6B is the multiple prediction by
combining the Freedom WAZ with TGS’ Mississippi
Canyon Revival (MCR) NAZ survey (GOM) as input.
Figure 6C is the multiple prediction using Freedom WAZ
data only as input. Certain predicted multiples can benefit
from more input data, such as the circled diffracted
multiple.

True azimuth 3D SRME has great advantages over 2D
SRME to handle rugose water bottom, complex structures,
and the 3D effects. Figure 8 shows a subtraction stack
section for 2D SRME (Figure 8B) and 3D SRME (Figure
8C) for the TGS Liberia survey (Africa) (Figure 7).
Because of the lack of accuracy of the 2D SRME multiple
prediction, the aggressive adaptive subtraction was used to
produce results similar to 3D SRME. This aggressive
subtraction introduced some damage to the primary. Even
though aggressive subtraction was used, there are still
many residual multiples left in the 2D SRME results,
shown in the left side of the stack section in Figure 8B.
SRME impacts the final migration image (Freedom
project)
Multiples could contaminate the final migration image,
leading to misinterpretation, particularly for structurally
complex and low signal to noise ratio areas, such as subsalt.
3D SRME preprocessing could dramatically help improve
the final migration image in such situations. Figure 9 shows
one sequence RTM image comparison with and without 3D
TAME applied for the Freedom survey. TAME helps to
generate a cleaner RTM image and makes some weak
events more continuous and apparent.
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Figure 7: Map shows the location for Liberia project.

Figure 9: One sequence RTM image comparison for
Freedom WAZ survey. (A) Without SRME applied. (B)
SRME applied.
Conclusion
True azimuth multiple prediction techniques are illustrated.
To achieve true azimuth multiple prediction, azimuth
information should be preserved in both data
preparation/interpolation, as well as during the multiple
prediction.
Field data examples demonstrate that true azimuth multiple
prediction is very effective in handling complex multiples,
including high frequency diffracted multiples and refracted
multiples. It provides superior results to 2D SRME.
Combining WAZ with NAZ surveys could further improve
the SRME multiple prediction quality. The 3D SRME also
improves the final migration images.

Figure 8: Comparison between 2D SRME and 3D SRME
for Liberia survey, Africa. (A) Input stack. (B) 2D SRME.
(C) 3D true azimuth SRME.
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